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The Heritage of Niels Bohr
by RUSSELL J.DONNELLY
Danish Americans, as publications in The Bridge attest,

look back on their ancestral home with a wide variety of
feelings. For a professional physicist Denmark is a legendary
name, for in Copenhagen in the early twentieth century,
there emerged in a remarkable way one of the greatest
revolutions in human thought, the invention of quantum
mechanics. Quantum mechanics has had an enormous
influence in physics and on the world, for in that brief period
of time things were understood which had always evaded
explanation: such as the structure and radiation of atoms
and molecules, the behavior of metals, and the structure and
properties of electrons and nuclei of atoms. From this knowledge flowed the creation of nuclear energy, new kinds of
materials, new technical advances in nuclear technology,
chemistry, physics, and electronics. This new knowledge did
not originate solely in Copenhagen, but the life of Niels Bohr
(1885-1962) and the institute on Blegdamsvej named for him,
is inextricable from the central story.
A Brief Biography of Niels Bohr
Niels Hendrick David Bohr was born into a comfortable
Danish home on October 7, 1885. Bohr's father, Christian,
was a professor at the University of Copenhagen, a famous
physiologist and a lover of science. Christian Bohr had
studied, among other things, the absorption of oxygen by
hemoglobin in the blood. Niels' brother Harald was born 18
months after him and the two brothers formed a deep friend-52-

FIGURE 1 - Harald and Niels Bohr as young men and as adults.
Niels is on the right in both photographs.

ship which lasted until Harald's death in 1951. Harald
became an eminent mathematician. (Fig. 1).
Niels Bohr's early school career was uneventful. He
came into his own at the University of Copenhagen where at
the age of 20 he won the Gold Medal of the Royal Danish
Academy of Sciences and Letters for a prize essay on the
surface tension of liquid jets. This early experience with
surface tension had important consequences for Bohr's later
research.
Bohr was very athletic and both Niels and Harald were
nationally famous soccer players. His physical strength
lasted throughout his life and continued to surprise friends
who valued him primarily for his scholarly contributions.
Bohr's doctoral thesis, written in 1911, was on the
electron theory of metals. It was not a particularly successful
piece of research because quantum mechanics is needed for
the problem, a field which Bohr later played a central role in
developing.
Bohr met Margrethe N0rlund in 1910 and they married
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FIGURE 2 - Margrethe and Niels Bohr at the time of their engagement (left) and later in life in the garden at Carlsberg.

in 1912. This long and remarkable relationship sustained him
all his life. The Bohrs had six sons, four survived to adulthood. (Fig. 2)
In 1911 Bohr went to Cambridge to work with Sir J. J.
Thomson, discoverer of the electron. The relationship did
not satisfy Bohr, who soon left for Manchester joining Ernest
Rutherford, a native of New Zealand, who was making a
great reputation as an experimental physicist at the University of Manchester. Bohr and Rutherford became good
friends and colleagues, a tremendous collaboration of two
great scientists. (Fig. 3)
Rutherford had established experimentally that atoms
have a tiny massive nucleus surrounded by electrons - a
"planetary model" - in contrast to earlier ideas where the
electrons were embedded in a postively charged sphere the "plum pudding model." In 1913, 2 years past his PhD,
Bohr published his model of the hydrogen atom, combining
the Rutherford model with Planck's idea of quantized
"action."
-54-

FIGURE 3 - Lord Rutherford and Niels Bohr with Lady Rutherford
(at the very left), Lady Oliphant and Margrethe Bohr.

Bohr returned to Copenhagen in 1916 to take a Chair of
Theoretical Physics created especially for him. That year he
hired Hendrik Kramers, a talented youth Dutch theoretical
physicist. Their collaboration
lasted many years and
produced much important new physics.
In 1918 Bohr published "On the Quantum Theory of
Line Spectra" using the "correspondence principle," which I
shall discuss later.
In 1921 a new building was opened called the University
Institute of Theoretical Physics and known today as the
Niels Bohr Institute. (Fig. 4) Over the next few years this
-55-
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FIGURE4 - The Institute of Theoretical Physics in the early 1920s.

unpretentious building became the center for theoretical
physics in the world. Niels and Margrethe Bohr created an
atmosphere in which the best young minds from all over the
world wrestled with their subject. The whole intellectual
enterprise became known as the Copenhagen School ol
Physics.
In 1922 Bohr won the Nobel Prize "for his services in the
investigation of the structure of atoms and of the radiation
emanating from them." In the years following, younger
colleagues helped keep the intellectual work of the Institute
growing and Bohr became increasingly interested in
philosophical ideas. In 1927 at Lake Como in Italy, Bohr set
out his complementarity principle (wave/particle duality)
which Bohr came to believe was his major contribution to
our understanding of nature.
These ideas were put to stringent test in discussions with
Einstein, whom Bohr first met in 1920. (Fig. 5) They
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disagreed on many issues and fought amicably for 25 years.
In 1932 the Bohrs moved to the beautiful mansion in
Carlsberg which served as a home for Bohr's children and
grandchildren and a congenial meeting place for scientists
from all over the world. This great house is an honorary gift
provided originally by the Carlsberg Brewery to be bestowed
on one of Denmark's greatest scholars. The award is made
by the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters. The
present incumbent is Bengt Stromgren, an astronomer and
astrophysicist.
About this time Niels and Harald Bohr became deeply
involved with a Danish group that had been formed to offet
support to scientists and other intellectuals who had been
forced to flee from Germany owing to the racist policies of
the National Socialist government.
From 1934 to 1940 Bohr worked on the physics of the
nucleus of the atom. One of the problems was whether
quantum mechanics, which worked so well for atoms, would
work as well for the much smaller nuceli. It did. Two
important works were his theory of the compound nucleus
and his celebrated work on the theory of nuclear fission with
John Wheeler of Princeton University. The fission model
used ideas going back to Bohr's first work on liquid droplets.
After the occupation of Denmark, Bohr continued to
work, but by 1943 the situation was becoming very
oppressive. With the encouragement of the British government, Bohr escaped to Sweden, and then to England and the
United States where he joined the Manhatten Project.
Back in Denmark, after the war, Bohr worked on the
establishment of the nuclear institute in Riso and lent his
name to various international affairs such as proposals for
the controlled use of nuclear energy by an open society and
for the establishment of the European physics laboratory
CERN in Switzerland.
Bohr died suddenly in 1962 and was survived by
Margrethe. Margrethe died just before the international
gathering in Copenhagen celebrating the 100th anniversary
of Niels Bohr's birth (1985).
-57-

FIGURE 5 - Einstein and Bohr at the Solvay Conference in 1927.
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I would like now to enlarge on several matters
mentioned briefly in the paragraphs above.
The Bohr Model of the Atom
The Bohr model of the atom was first applied to understanding the discrete line spectrum of hydrogen. Bohr's
theory used the "planetary" model of the electrons and
nucleus and Planck's idea of quantized action to propose that
the angular momentum of an electron is quantized in units of
Planck's constant h divided by 2 ,r. A central proposal was
that the electron would emit or absorb radiation only when
it jumped from an orbit of one value of angular momentum
to another. This relatively simple theory was a major
advance. It explained the known (Balmer) series of spectral
lines beautifully. But it also predicted other series of spectral
lines which had not yet been observed and are now named
for their discoverers: Lyman, Brackett and Pfund. The
theory gave an accurate size of the atom, defined the classification of orbits by angular momentum, gave a theoretical
value for many empirical constants such as the Rydberg, the
elementary magnetic dipole moment (the Bohr Magneton),
the radius of the hydgrogen atom in its ground state, etc.
While Bohr's theory is not entirely correct (quantum
mechanics has become much more sophisticated) it is the
picture of the hydgrogen atom used by most working
physicists. It is what we teach today to every undergraduate
physics major.
The Principles of Correspondence and Complementarity
Two principles associated with Bohr 's name are
correspondence and complementarity. The correspondence
principle is the idea that a quantum mechanical calculation
must correspond to a classical calculation of the same
phenomenon in the limit that Planck's constant goes to zero
or quantum numbers go to infinity. Much progress was
made using this idea in the Copenhagen School. While there
are now formal ways of doing without this principle, it is a
reliable guide and in most cases a good teaching tool. The
complementarity principle is the idea that some things can
only be addressed satisfactorily by seemingly opposite and
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incompatible
approaches.
The principle arises 1n the
description of objects like electrons which can exhibit
properties associated with particles (for example a beam of
electrons collide with and scatter from atoms and nuclei) and
waves (a beam of electrons can produce an interference
pattern passing through a pair of slits just like light). Bohr's
coat of arms includes the oriental Yin-Yang symbol which
stands for the two opposing but unseparable elements of
nature. The Latin motto reads "opposites are complementary."
Bohr and Einstein
Bohr and Einstein first met in 1920. (Fig. 5) They
disagreed on many things because Einstein distrusted the
statistical interpretation of quantum mechanics and other
statements of the Copenhagen Interpretation of quantum
mechanics. They sparred intellectually for 25 years and, of
course, were very good friends. In the midst of these arguments Einstein was stimulated to put forward what is now
called the Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen paradox, which was
answered in print by Bohr within a few months, but is still
considered one of the deepest topics in quantum mechanics.
Bohr's relationship with Einstein is illuminated by a
story told by Abraham Pais, Einstein's collaborator and
biographer.
"One morning Bohr came into my office (at the Institute
for Advanced Study in Princeton) and began, 'Du er sa
klog ... ' ('you are so wise'). I started to laugh (no formality
or solemnity was called for in contact with Bohr) and said,
'All right, I understand' - Bohr wanted me to come down to
his office and talk, so we went there. It should be explained
that Bohr at that time used Einstein's own office in Fuld Hall
while Eistein himself used the adjoining small assistant's
office; he disliked the big one, and never used it. (A
photograph in the 1949 Einstein anniversary volume of
Reviews of Modern Physics shows Einstein sitting in the
assistant's office.) After we had entered, Bohr asked me to sit
down ('I always need an origin for the coordinate system')
and soon started to pace furiously around the oblong table in
the center of the room. He then asked me if I could put down
-60-

a few sentences as they would emerge during his pacing. At
such sessions, Bohr never had a full sentence ready. He
would often dwell on one word , coax it, implore it , to find
the continuation. This could go on for many minutes. At
that moment the word was 'Einstein.' There Bohr was,
almost
running
around
the table and repeating:
'Einstein . .. Einstein ... ' It would have been a curious sight
for someone unfamiliar with Bohr. After a little while he
walked to the window, gazed out, repeating every now and
then: 'Einstein ... Einstein ... '
At that moment the door opened very softly and
Einstein tiptoed in. He signaled me with a finger on his lips to
be very quiet , his urchin smile on his face. He was to explain
a few minutes later the reason for his behavior. Einstein was
not allowed by his doctor to buy tobacco. However, the
doctor had not forbidden him to steal tobacco, and this was
precisely what he set out to do now. Still on tiptoe he made a
beeline for Bohr 's tobacco pot, which stood on the table at
which I was sitting. Meanwhile Bohr , unaware, was standing
at the window, muttering, 'Einstein . . . Einstein.' I was at a
loss to know what to do, especially because I had at the
moment not the faintest idea what Einstein was up to .
Then Bohr, with a firm 'Einstein ' turned around. There
they were, face to face, as if Bohr had summoned him forth.
It is an understatement to say that for a moment Bohr was
speechless. I myself who had seen it corning, had felt
distinctly uncanny for a moment , so I could well understand
Bohr 's own reaction. A moment later the spell was broken
when Einstein explained his mission and soon we were all
bursting with laughter."
Bohr and the Manhattan Project

Bohr was one of the pioneers in showing that quantum
mechanics applies to the nucleus of the atom as well as to the
atom as a whole.
He invented the idea of the compound nucleus (an
excited state of a nucleus formed by the collision of two
lighter particles, and which may disintegrate in various
ways) and the theory of nuclear fission (the process by which
a heavy nucleus breaks into two fragments plus free
-61-

neutrons) based on the liquid drop model. Thus Bohr had
become one of the greatest experts in the world in nuclear
physics by the time the German occupation
began.
Obviously this knowledge made him an important figure to
either side in developing a nuclear weapon.
In 1943 Bohr learned that he was to be arrested by the
Gestapo and escaped to Sweden. Subsequently he made a
risky flight to England in the bomb bay of a Mosquito bomber.
Once he had made his way to America, he joined the
Manhattan project at Los Alamos. My friend Laura Fermi
wrote a book about those days called "Atoms in the Family:
My Life With Enrico Fermi." Here is an extract from her
book describing Niels Bohr at Los Alamos.
"One of the best-known characters on the mesa was Mr.
Nicholas Baker. In the Los Alamos array of faces wearing an
expression of deep thought at all hours and under all circumstances, whether the men they belonged to were eating
dinner or playing charades, Mr. Baker's face stood out as the
most thoughtful, the one expressing the gravest meditations.
He appeared to be dedicated to a life of the intellect alone,
which allowed no time for earthly concerns.
When he walked about town, he did not seem to care
where he was going. He let himself be led by his young son, a
physicist like himself, who never left his side. Mr. Baker's
eyes were restless and vague. When he talked, only a
whisper came out of his mouth, as if vocal contacts with his
fellowmen were of little consequence. He was a few years
older than the other scientists - close to sixty in 1944 - and
all looked at him with reverence, whether they knew him
personally or not.
Those who had known him in the past called him "Uncle
Nick," for it was hard to say 'Mr. Baker' but strictly
forbidden to mention his true name. It was one the best
guarded secrets that Niels Bohr was among us. Knowledge
that an atomic physicist of such world-wide reputation was
in Los Alamos would have been revealing.
It is surprising that the story of the vicissitudes that
brought him from Copenhagen to Los Alamos in wartime
were not made the subject of a novel. The warning he
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received from the Danish police that the Germans were
looking for him; his escape from Denmark across the sound
to Sweden in a small craft; his flight to London under the
auspices of the British government; his arrival in America
with his physicist son, while his other sons and his wife
remained in Sweden; his life as Mr. Baker; the fact that
during the German occupation of Denmark his golden Nobel
medal remained in Copenhagen right under the Nazi's eyes,
dissolved in a bottle of nitric acid, and that it was recovered
and recast after the war; all this constitutes dramatic
material indeed ...
On that Sunday in the fall of 1944 Bohr's mind could be
diverted from his habitual worries now and then and made
to focus on the marvels of nature that surrounded us.
Because the air in the hills had already turned cold and the
winds brought along an early chill in the afternoon, we
sought the more sheltered path at the bottom of Frijoles
Canyon, and we hiked down from the camping grounds at
the Lodge to the confluence of the Frijoles stream with the
Rio Grande ...
Bohr surprised us with his agility. He could be spry. We
had to cross the stream numberless times, and he never
stopped to consider its width, or the best place to go across
it. He jumped it. And while he did so his body straightened,
his eyes glowed with pleasure ...
We climbed back, and Bohr was never out of breath. He
maintained a good pace, and we could have gone no faster;
at the same time he talked and talked about the war and
Germany; but now and then his indistinct words were lost in
the murmur of the stream. We let him do the talking and
saved our wind for the ascent.
Bohr's youthful exploits did not amaze only the Fermis.
On a bright Sunday a few months after this hike, when the
snow had covered the Jemez hills, I was with my children on
Sawyer Hill among a swarm of skiers from Los Alamos.
Sawyer Hill was the best skiing slope within easy reach of
our town. All went to ski there except for the few who, like
Enrico, were sufficiently enterprising and energetic for crosscountry excursions. Enrico, bored by the monotony of going
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up and down the same incline, after the first Sunday or two
gathered a group that undertook greater feats, ventured on
farther snow fields, climbed steeper mountains. In the
evenings he was happy and proud if he could tell me he had
out-tired much younger men than himself.
I never tackled more than the lowest part of Sawyer,
and there I was on the Sunday when Bohr came with some
friends and stood at the bottom of the slope. His eyes must
have filled with nostalgic yearnings, with a strong desire for
the sport he had practiced in past years, and a younger
scientist offered to lend him his skis for a while. It was the
younger scientist's undoing. Uncle Nick put the skis on and
climbed away. He gave himself to elegant curves, to expert
snow-plows, to dead stops at fast speeds, and to stylish
jumps that no one else on the slope could perform. He went
on with no pause for rest, with no thought for the man who

FIGURE 6 - Cartoon of Bohr which appeared in the Copenhagen
newspaper "Politiken" after the war. Bohr had returned from America
with many honors. The caption reads "And now our distinguished guest
will repeat his famous lecture on chain reactions."
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had taken his place at the bottom of the hill, ski-less. He quit
only when the sun went down and darkness and a chill
descended upon the snow."
After the war, Bohr became a hero in the United States
and was showered with honors from universities all over the
country. (Fig. 6)
The Niels Bohr Institute Today
What is now called the Niels Bohr Institute was founded
as an institute for theoretical physics. I had the pleasure of
visiting the Institute from June to December 1972. This was
accomplished simply by writing to Aage Bohr and asking to
be accommodated. I went with a graduate student and a
mathematician colleague from England. Both my colleague
from England and I had been responsible for considerable
administrative work before going to Copenhagen and it was
a relief to be assigned a room and begnignly forgotten. The
rooms have no telephones: one is expected to work! The
Institute has an excellent library and typing, drafting and
computing services are provided free of charge. One's sole

FIGURE 7 - Aage and Niels Bohr.
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FIGURE 8 - Niels Bohr in his study at Carlsberg.
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responsibility to the Institute is to provide a supply of
reprints of papers written while in residence for distribution
to interested readers. One end of the building houses
Nordita, a pan-Scandinavian institute of theoretical physics.
A few blocks away are the offices of the H. C. 0ersted
Institute, another branch of the University of Copenhagen.
Lecturers and visitors to all three institutes make a busy and
profitable schedule for all. The Director of Bohr Institute
today is still Aage Bohr, who himself won the Nobel Prize in
1975 for contributions to theoretical nuclear physics. (Fig. 7)
This short article can do no more than touch briefly on
some of the highlights of the life of Niels Bohr. A late picture
of him is shown in Fig. 8 in his study at Carlsberg. Niels
Bohr's heritage to Danes, Danish Americans, scientists and
indeed of all mankind, can perhaps be best described by a
quote. In a lecture on Niels Bohr, Sir George P. Thomson
(son of Sir J. J. Thomson and a Nobel laureate himself)
observed:
"Bohr's influence on science is only partially expressed
in his published work, great as this was. He led science
through the most fundamental change in attitude it has made
since Galileo and Newton, by the greatness of his intellect
and the wisdom of his judgments. But quite apart from their
unbounded admiration for his achievements, the scientists of
all nations felt for him an affection which has perhaps never
been equaled. What he was counted for even more than what
he had done."
NOTES
The photographs originated from the archives of the
Niels Bohr Institute in Copenhagen and the Niels Bohr
Library of the American Institute of Physics in New York
City.
Much of the material here is derived from "Niels Bohr, a
Centenary Volume" edited by A. P. French and P. J.
Kennedy, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass .
(1985), "Physics Today" (a journal of the American Institute
of Physics) Volume 38, No. 10, October 1985, and Atoms in
the Family: My Life with Enrico Fermi" by Laura Fermi,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago (1954).
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